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Abstract
Research is a universally acknowledged tool in and for education. This study investigates the enablers and outcomes of research productivity of high school mathematics teachers. Using partial least square structural equation modelling, data from 211 tenth-grade mathematics teachers of five public schools divisions in the northeastern part of Philippines was evaluated. Findings showed that the research participation and productivity respondents was generally low but the teacher-researchers’ growth potential is immense. The individual-institutional-leadership model strongly and positively influenced research productivity. Leadership in research in the school level is a critical area towards research productivity. The findings have policy implications in terms on how to encourage mathematics teachers to participate in research-related activities that will contribute to a research-informed teaching and learning. It is highly recommended to develop interventions to improve involvement, extrinsic motivation, mentoring, networking, resources, and leadership domains.
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INTRODUCTION

Math educators play a vital role in building and in refining of knowledge towards the improvement of the K to 12 mathematics curriculum delivery in the Philippines. Their sphere of duty extends not only as facilitators of learning but also as evidence-based practitioners (Santo, Engstrom, Reetz, Schweinle, & Reed, 2009). As research-informed professionals, they are expected to be equipped with an evolving perspective on the theory and practices of teaching and learning which engage them beyond content (Chapman, 2017; Zuljan & Vogrinc, 2010; Craig, 2009).

Research is extremely important in mathematics education (Segal, 2009). It forms the basis of the content of teaching (Marsh & Hattie, 2002; Thomas & Harris, 2001). The experiences math teachers generate from participating in researcher-related activities are spilled over and instilled in students through the teaching activities (Demske & Zimmerman, 2000). Active researchers who are aware of the newest perspectives in their field (Feamster, 2013) becomes the first channel through which students clarify, update, and amend the teaching of a topic (uz Zaman, 2004). Thus, integrating research in teaching can result to growth in teaching efficacies, increased self-awareness, improved problem-solving skills, enhanced autonomous learning (Cabaroglu, 2014; Prince, Felder, & Brent, 2007), with broader questioning and reflection skills (Adler, 1997). Magidson (2005) exclaimed the changes her own research brought in her teaching like the deepened understanding of the learning process, sensitivity to language, making fewer and assumptions in the classroom. Conducting research helps one engage in a focused study of their own practice and builds confidence in teachers as professionals (Segal, 2009). Additionally, successful teacher-researchers can increase confidence and credibility leading to a better and effective teaching performance (Thomas & Harris, 2001).

In the case of the Philippine Basic Educational System, Republic Act (RA) 9155 or the Governance of Basic Education Act of 2001 stipulates in Chapter 1 the accountability and responsibility undertaking national educational research studies from which it can become
The concept of teacher-researcher is still murky in the sector of basic education. Hence, the paper helps further the body of knowledge about the subject.

The paper helps assess and evaluate the extent of implementation of the action research thrusts of the basic education sector in the Philippines towards better classroom decisions.

The study provides a structural model that can become a basis of policy development process.

part of the basis for necessary reforms and policy outputs.

The second key result area (KRA) of the Basic Education Sector Research Agenda (BESRA) mandates teachers to enhance their contribution to learning outcomes by coming up with informed decisions through action or applied researches. Action research is regarded as the convergence between theory and praxis (Afify, 2008) that transforms teacher attitude and approach to instruction (Bonner, 2006), pushes for personal theorizing (Chant, Heafner, & Bennet, 2004), and ultimately, brings about change (Afify, 2008; Evitts, 2004). The mandate is strengthened with the creation of Basic Education Sector Reform Agenda (BESRA), Policy Development Process (PDP), Research Management Guidelines (RMG), and the provision for Basic Education Research Fund (BERF) through DepEd Order (DO) Nos. 13 s. 2015, 43 s. 2015, 4 s. 2016, 39 s. 2016, and 16 s. 2017.

Given the importance of research in mathematics education and in basic education in general, exploring the contributing factors towards research productivity (RP) is therefore crucial. In the Philippine basic educational system where teaching-research infusion takes its big leap in the recent years, there is a growing aspiration to understand how research-related activities are accomplished, under what conditions it may be stimulated particularly, how organizational practices, or teacher characteristics influence it (Paul, Vijayaragavan, Singh, Burmal, & Chahal, 2017; Siegel, Waldman, & Link, 2003) and how leadership and management regards it in the system (Goodall, McDowell & Singell, 2014). Existing international models like the ones developed by Dundar and Lewis (1998), Teodorescu (2000), Brocato (2001), Bland, Center, Finstad, Risbey, and Staple (2002), Ju (2010), and Angaiz (2015), which exclusively focused on higher education, have demonstrated mixed results and generally were context-dependent. While no one would argue that these models have reflected the general perspectives on which attributes operate in the research systems, the situation in the country where basic education’s research thrusts may be considered distinct is not yet well studied. A great interest of local scholars like of Nuqui and Cruz (2012), Dumbrigue and Alon (2013), Revilla and Ladisla (2014), Dangan (2014), Quimbo and Sulambo (2014), Mancial (2015), Tagaro (2015) and Etcuban and associates (2016) was poured in recently on this area of research but these were also confined in the tertiary level. Three studies in the basic education by Valdez and Lapinid (2015), Ulla, Barrera, and Acompanando (2017), and Ulla (2018) were conducted by considering the narratives of small subsets of teachers interpreted from the qualitative lens. Their findings revealed that action researches (ARs) helped the teachers in their professional tasks but they had cited multiple dilemmas they face like limited socialization opportunities, tremendous workload and insufficient time, departmental politics, lack of resources that hamper them to conduct researches. A model which describes the direction towards RP of classroom teachers is thus, aptly needed.

This paper probed the enablers and RP outcomes of mathematics high school teachers. The end goal of this endeavour is to develop a structural model that forwards the context of basic education. Specifically, it had the following objectives:

1) describe the RP outcomes of secondary mathematics teachers;
2) identify the extent of the enablers of RP outcomes and performances of secondary mathematics teachers along individual, institutional, and leadership, and
3) develop a structural model towards RP of secondary mathematics teachers.

Research Productivity

Defining RP is challenging and complicated because it does not have clear-cut definition and measurement (Tafreshi, Imani, & Grashlag, 2013; Köpçü, Jääskeläinen, & Lönnqvist, 2010). RP or the quantity and quality in research-related tasks and outcomes includes faculty’s publications, which majority (e.g. Abouchedid & Abdelnour, 2015; Hesli & Lee, 2011; McInnis, Ramsden, & Macanache, 2014) consider as the most important indicator. It also encompasses funded researches (Paul, et al., 2017), utilization of research results to policy formulation, exposure to research trainings (Angaiz, 2015), dissemination through presentations in research fora (Jalloun, 2010; Santo et al., 2009), research awards received (Zamarripa, 1995), professional services rendered, and other innovative and developmental projects.

Blackburn and Lawrence (1995) proposed environmental response and social knowledge as factors of faculty productivity in research. According to the model of Dundar and Lewis (1998), individual characteristics and institutional and departmental
characteristics facilitate RP. Meanwhile, Teodorescu (2000) proposed an international model that forwarded individual achievement variables and institutional characteristic variables as the main predictors of RP. Aside from individual characteristics, Brocato (2001) added in his model of RP, psychological and cognitive attributes as follows: (a) knowledge and skills in research; (b) explicit plan for research; (c) research involvement and networking; (d) concurrent research projects; (e) awareness about research expectations required for promotion and tenure; (g) personal motivation; (h) training in research; and (i) socialization in the organization.

The model of Bland et al. (2002) postulated eight individual characteristics, 15 institutional characteristics, and four leadership characteristics as predictors of RP. In 2005, Bland and associates showed the interdependence, interaction, and interplay among individual, institutional, and leadership characteristics as proposed by Bland et al. (2002) at research productive institutions. In 2006, Bland et al. integrated the concepts of communication across these three domains which are the individual faculty members, the structure or environment in which the faculty members find themselves, and the leadership of the organization.

Meanwhile, Ju (2010) built on the frameworks of Bland et al. (2005), Bland, Center, Finstad, Risbey and Staples (2006) and Blackburn and Lawrence (1995) when he proposed that RP is influenced by faculty professional characteristics and the interaction effect of peer support research and administration support to research in what he collectively called mega-environment. Using cognitive motivation theory, Williams (2003) proposed a mediated model of research productivity in which environmental variables are controlled, perceptions of organizational priorities are considered motivational antecedents, and personal interest/abilities are assumed to mediate the relationship between the motivational antecedents and the research productivity of the faculty members. The results from structural equation modelling of Tafreshi et al. (2013) showed that organizational factors had no direct effects on research productivity of the members of a university in Iran while individual factors directly influenced it.

METHOD

Design

This descriptive study was aimed to investigate the factors that contribute to the RP outcomes of high school mathematics teachers in the Philippines. It sought to test the proposed model for RP using a variance-based modelling technique.

Participants

This study considered a total of 262 tenth grade mathematics teachers and was able to derive a response rate of 211 or 80.53 percent. The teachers were teaching at that time in the public school divisions in Isabela province (large division), Santiago City (small division), Cauayan City (small division), Quirino province (medium division), and Batanes island-province (small division). These divisions are located in Cagayan Valley Region, in the northeastern island of Luzon, Philippines. The Isabela province together with the cities of Santiago and Cauayan is regarded as second largest province in the country.

Approximately a hundred of schools consisting of national high schools, provincial high schools, and integrated schools, were involved in the undertaking with a modal and minimum number of one participant per school and a maximum of six per school. The teachers were on average 38 years old. Schools from the private sector and schools from coastal towns of Isabela and other security-stricken areas were not involved in the study.

Instruments

RP outcomes

A self-report questionnaire using seven indicators and several sub-indicators were utilized to measure math teachers' RP outcomes. The indicators were based on extant of literature and it include research publications, manuscripts, presentations, research-and mathematics-related trainings, affiliations, awards, and other relevant professional services rendered. Only those activities performed and accomplished from 2015 to 2018 were considered. The researcher developed a scoring mechanism based the importance and relevance of an RP indicator.

The questionnaire was validated by five experts and was analysed using the item and scale-levels content validity index or CVI (Polit & Beck, 2006) and modified kappa (Polit, Beck, & Owen, 2007). Results showed that modified kappa were from .76 to 1.00 and item-level CVIs were from .80 to 1.00. The scale-level CVIs on the other hand, listed between .87 and 1.00. These indices exemplify that the measures of RP is highly valid.

Enablers of RP

This is a 6-point Likert scale from 1 - strongly disagree to 6 - strongly disagree consisting of 60 items. It underwent two external validations: first, by four experts in psychology and guidance counselling; and second, by eight educational and research experts. In both stages, the content validity index (Polit & Beck, 2006) and modified kappa (Polit et al., 2007) were calculated as well as the 95 percent confidence interval IntraCorrelation Coefficients (ICC) consistency two-way
random-effects model (Koo & Li, 2016). In the first stage, item-level CVIs registered from .75 to 1.00 while the modified kappa was from .67 to 1.00. The scale-level CVI for intrinsic motivation is .94 and 1.0 for extrinsic motivation. In the second stage, the item-level CVIs incurred from .75 to 1.00 and modified kappa of .72 to 1.00. Scale-level CVIs showed .90 to 1.00. The ICCs of .76 to .96 as well as the 95% ICC demonstrated a fair to high reliability.

Then, it was piloted to 1297 teacher-respondents in the Luzon archipelago either through online or paper-and-pencil method. Using exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with Principal Axis Factoring as extraction procedure and Direct Oblimin as rotational technique, the researcher was able to generate eight factors, with total variance of 72 percent, KMO = .981, Barlett’s Test of Sphericity (approx. chi-square of 103,367.83, df = 2415), p < .05. These enablers were as follows: transformational and participative research leadership (TraParLea, 10 items), internal drive and research rationale research self-efficacy (IntDrRat, 11 items), research goals (ResGoa, 8 items), strategic research leadership (StrLea, 5 items), extrinsic motivation (ExmMot, 5 items), research mentoring (ResMen, 7 items), research involvement, networking, and resources (InvNetRes, 13 items), and work habits and research methodology and results self-efficacy (WorHabMotRes ,11 items). Hence, from the original 76 items, the questionnaire was reduced to 60 reflective indicators. These enablers were divided as individual, institutional, and leadership. Then, a final evaluation of the indicators was conducted.

The instrument used to measure research knowledge was based on the local dissertation study of Dallas (2018) whose respondents were math teachers as well. This consisted of 50-multiple-choice items. This instrument was revalidated and the data collected from 162 teacher-respondents underwent Rasch analysis (Linacre, 2011). The analysis yielded 48 items with unidimensionality coefficient of 1.03, item reliability of .95, and infit mean square of .86 to 1.15 and outfit mean square of .77 to 1.50.

Collection

Permission letters were sought from the regional office of the Department of Education through the Policy, Programs and Research Division (PPRD) and were endorsed to the Divisions Schools Superintendents. A separate letter was provided to the participants. The instruments were administered in two waves, in two different occasions: in the first stage, the RP Outcomes together with the RP Enabler Questionnaire; and in the second stage, the research knowledge. The data were then encoded, sanitized, and analysed.

Analysis

Descriptive statistics was utilized in the first two objectives while the Partial Least Square-Structural Equation Modelling or PLS-SEM in the third objective. The PLS-SEM is an appropriate choice since the data was non-normal, and variables are reflective and formative in nature (Hair, Matthews, Matthews, & Sarstedt, 2017; Hair, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2011).

It made used of hierarchical component modelling to reduce model complexity. In the first-order level, the 60 reflective indicators were checked whether or not they possess convergent and discriminant validity evidences, while in the second-order stage, each of formative indicators where those reflective indicators belong were also investigated. The research knowledge of participants was their summated scores in the test. In both components, the measurement and the structural equation models were assessed. This was carried out in WarpPLS 6.0 with Stable 3 as resampling and PLS regression and Warp3 as modelling algorithms (Kock, 2018).

The following hypotheses were tested.

Hypothesis 1: The individual (ind), institutional (ins), and/or leadership (lea) components are directly associated to research productivity (RP).

Hypothesis 2: The leadership (Lea) component is directly associated to the institutional (ins) component.

Hypothesis 3: The leadership (Lea) and/or institutional (ins) components are directly associated to the individual (Ind) component.

The proposed model is shown in Figure 1.

RESULTS

RP Outcomes of G10 Mathematics Teachers

The RP index of the tenth-grade mathematics teachers is considered beginning, with weighted index of 0.57, and highly skewed to the right. Of the 211 math teachers, only one of them had able to publish two of his researches. Four or 1.90 percent have other type of publications. Also, only 19 have research proposals and 19 have on-going or completed research, majority of which were action researches. Majority of the papers’ criterion variable is academic performance. Their initiatives target a better performance across mathematics competencies like in polynomials, word problem solving, inscribed and central angles, intersecting secants, and integers, among others. Some researchers evaluated students’ performance in problem solving through Newman’s Error Analysis and some devised interventions like using jigsaw model, tutorials, drills, differentiated instruction, team games tournament, lesson study, peer tutoring, and collaborative reading interventions to support at-risk students.

Approximately five of ten of the respondents have participated in at least one mathematics research-related trainings and workshops. These workshops include the
Regional Mass Trainings in Grade 10 and in senior high school which were cascaded down to teachers not accommodated in the major trainings. Seminar-workshops on localization, contextualization, spiral curriculum, calculus, and effective and contemporary strategies of teaching mathematics in the 21st century was as well provided. Also, trainings on research, statistics, probability, quantitative and qualitative researches, basic education researches, and action researches were attended by the teachers. Ten were awarded with either mathematics- or research-related accolades. Only 35 of them engaged in research-related services as either one or more of the following: data analyst, language editor, and research adviser/consultant. Nine were affiliated in at least one of the two professional organizations.

Enablers of RP

Individual enablers of RP. The G10 math teachers’ individual component was driving them towards RP (Mean = 3.76, SD = 0.95). Specifically, they had a decent internal driving force and confidence in research rationale (Mean = 4.07, SD = 1.05). They reported fair amount of confidence in research results and work habits (Mean = 3.81, SD = 1.05). The lower tier of means include writing of research reports based on national and international standards (Mean = 3.53, SD = 1.29) and more protected time for research (Mean = 3.61, SD = 1.21). It was found out that the commitment on research-related activities is conditional on the intervening activities, and the commitment to research-related activities is derived from their wanting to have a better learning environment. Both are a function of time: one is a positive function of time, while the other is a negative function of time.

However, they feel less extrinsically motivated (Mean = 3.41, SD = 1.05). Their potentialities as teacher-researchers appeared to be shaken by their research knowledge (MPS = 69.55, SD = 5.31). Their highest performance is registered in the writing of related literature and studies followed by their performance in writing the problem and background of the study. Meanwhile, their lowest performances are in writing research titles, searching bibliography as well as research methodology. Technicalities of research shy them away from it.

Institutional enablers of RP. The schools can be a viable enabling environment where research can be nurtured (Mean = 3.52, SD = 1.03). The prevailing research goals in the institutions are understood by teachers (Mean = 4.11, SD = 1.27). Most schools have their school research committees (SRC) and research goals are circulated among teachers especially during meetings, Learning Action Cells (LAC) sessions, and trainings. Their SRC includes grammarian, statistician, research focal person, and the school head. They recanted nevertheless, that the level of articulating the research goals is insufficient.

Further, the potential areas that needs improvement are in research involvement, networking, and resources (Mean = 2.97, SD = 0.94) and in research mentoring (Mean = 3.49, SD = 1.36) because findings demonstrate that these two sub-areas were only to some extent enablers of RP. The respondents have not involved themselves in research-related tasks at least 12 hours weekly because of time constraints. The limited physical space, inadequate skills, low access to latest literature, and resources reduce their efficiency. Aside from personal laptops, the key informants vouched that their schools have internet connections. These assisted them in preparing their everyday lessons as well as their research-related tasks but they were limited to Google as the search engine. The data also exposed that their network is limited internally.

Leadership enablers of RP. The research leadership is slightly a driver of RP (Mean = 3.48, SD = 1.30). The strategic research leadership poses more concern (Mean = 3.37, SD = 1.33) than the other subcomponent, since it

**Figure 1. The Hypothesized Individual-Institutional-Leadership Model of Research Productivity**
is a degree lower than the incurred transformational and participative research leadership index (Mean = 3.59, SD = 1.37). The transformational research leadership in schools is slightly satisfactory in terms of championing research-related ideas of teachers, considering differences in needs and abilities in research, expressing enthusiasm that research goals will be achieved, and taking active interest and participation interest. In one end, they tend to feel that the research leaders themselves do not have research active careers, assistance is somewhat insufficient, information and updates on research management are somewhat lacking, and joint efforts towards funding, dissemination and utilization are slightly not within their reach.

With respect to strategic research leadership, the school vision for research goals is not yet in place due to the voluminous works they need to accomplish on top of their instructional functions.

**Structural Model of the Enablers of RP**

In the first-order validation, all reflective variables supported convergent validity having individual loadings of .5, $p < .05$, effect size ($f^2 > .02$, Weight Loading Sign (WLS) = 1, except for RIN6 ("In my school, teaching takes away time from my research tasks."). There were no threats and significant cross loadings. Also, the composite reliabilities (CRs) were very high (CR > .90) and all Average Variance Extracted (AVEs) were above .50.

To check the discriminant validity evidence, the Fornell-Larcker criterion disclosed concern for two pairs of LVs. StrLea and TraParLea had very close values of .939 and .867 and the square root of AVE of IntDriRat was less than the correlation between the LV and WorHabMetRes. The Full Collinearity Variance Inflation Factor (FCVIF) showed 5.104 and 5.468 for StrLea and TraParLea, respectively, which exceeded the conservative criterion of VIF of 3.3. The FCVIF of IntDriRat and WorHabMetRes were slightly lower than 3.3 as well. Hence, the pairs of StrLea and TraParLea, and IntDriRat and WorHabMetRes were judged as redundant. As a solution, these pairs were aggregated (Kock & Lynn, 2012). The former was renamed leadership in research while the latter was renamed as intrinsic motivation, the original proposed construct of the researcher. Therefore, leadership (Lea) is a single and first-order construct similar to Angazí’s (2015). Then, the model was rerun.

The results of the Fornell-Larcker criterion this time provided discriminant validity evidence as diagonal elements are larger than the off-diagonal elements. The Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) ratio of correlation specifically the HTMT85, HTMT10, and HTMTinfer in Smart PLS 3.0 (Ringle, Wende, & Becker, 2015) also support claims on the discriminant validity of the LVs. The highest ratio in the HTMT85 was between leadership and involvement, network and resources, .649, way below the value and .85 or .90 cut-off. The HTMTinfer also led to the rejection of the null hypothesis that the confidence interval contains one. There are no collinearity issues among LVs as depicted by the VIF values of less than 3.3.

With respect to convergent validity of the second-order validation of formative variables, all $p$-values were less than .05 and $f^2 > .02$ which denote that variable measurement items are properly constructed (Kock, 2018). All loadings are above the minimum (.2) which means they are significant formative indicators and the sign of the item weights was consistent with the underlying theory. Indicators within each of the LV as distinct and are not collinear with less than the VIF cap of 2.5 or 3.3. The WLS indices of positive one are making a statement that the Simpson’s paradox instance does not exist in the measurement model. The variables are thus, positively contributing to the R-squared of the second-order LVs. The analysis supports an acceptable discriminant validity of the second-order LVs. The comparison between diagonal elements and values below and above them shows that the diagonal elements are larger than those values.

For the first hypothesis, the findings show that there is a significant direct link of Ind component to RP, $\beta = .389$, SE = .064, $p = .000$. The $f^2$ coefficient (.166) means that individual component is moderately relevant to RP. The Block VIF implies that Ind is a unique LV with respect to RP. Meanwhile, the Ins component has no significant direct influence to RP ($\beta = .073$, SE = .068, $f^2 = .018$, $p = .142$, VIF < 3.3). The direct link between Lea component and RP is statistically not significant ($\beta = .087$, SE = .068, $p = .100$, $f^2 = .018$, VIF < 3.3).

In the second hypothesis, the Lea component has a direct impact and very strong relevance to Ins component, $\beta = .820$, SE = .059, $p = .000$, $f^2 = .672$.

In the third hypothesis, the Lea component has no direct bearing to Ind component with path coefficient of .019, SE = .069, $p > .05$, $f^2 = .007$. Ins component directly and moderately affects Ind component ($\beta = .458$, SE = .063, $p = .000$, $f^2 = .202$).

Figure 1 displays the structural model of the study.

The model fit indices provide an evidence that the structural model is well fit and highly acceptable. The APC, ARS, and AARS are significant having $p$-values equal to or lower than .05. AVIF and AFVIF tests also ensure that LVs are distinct because the values are lower than 3.3. The GoF index of .545 shows that the model has strong explanatory power. The SPR of one means that all paths are free from Simpson’s paradox. Also, the RSCR of 1.000, which is greater than the minimum .9, divulges that the sum of the absolute $R^2$-squared contributions makes up all the $r$-squared contributions in the model. The SSR of 1.00 is very acceptable because it is greater than .7 and it means that all paths are free from statistical
suppression. The NLBCDR of .100 supports all hypothesized directions of causality.

**DISCUSSION**

On the growing recognition of the potentials of research in educational settings and policy making in the basic education sector, it is important to find out whether a classroom teacher is geared towards a teacher-researcher genome. As shown, the mathematics high school teachers are beginning in terms of research productivity. Despite appreciation of what can research bring them in their duties and responsibilities, they are constricted of the idea that their major task is to teach rather than to research with little spare time to perform the latter. They find it difficult seeing themselves as data analysts and information processing individuals (Garcia, 2011). Ramos (2017) reported that in 2010-2014 only two of ten produced researches in their school, 90 percent of teachers were not skilled in research. Despite numerous attendances to capacity-building research-related programs, membership to professional organizations, and other professional development participation, teachers tend to be reluctant in documenting and reporting their academic efforts through a research paper like action researches. For instance, DepEd revealed during the 2018 Research Management Conference that there was an increased number of researches, but is still considered few in terms of the number of research proposals with respect to their population size, from 458 to 551 or 20.31 percent markup between 2016 and 2017, and a dip of 11.62 percent in 2017.

Among the key enablers, it was evident that the individual component is most decisive. The goal of becoming research productive originates within the mathematics teachers themselves who get the most out of their intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation, and knowledge in research. This agrees with most models of RP like those of Tafreshi et al. (2013), Hedjazi and Behravan (2011), Bland et al. (2005, 2002), Teodorescu (2000), and Dundar and Lewis (1998) that individual component has a direct link to RP. If one has a strong interest and desire in participating in research-related activities, the more likely that he/she becomes productive (Anagia, 2015; Horodnic & Zait, 2015; Nasser-Abu Alhija & Majdab, 2017) especially when attached with extrinsic motivation (Hoffmann, Berg, & Koufogiannakis, 2017; Tien & Blackburn, 1996). The higher confidence a researcher possesses in terms of his ability to conduct research, the more likely he will be able to conduct one (Angaiz, 2015; Hoffman et al., 2017). A stronger commitment enables teachers to be responsive in their tasks of conducting research investigations (Hoffman et al., 2014, 2017). So, it leaves the question how does institutional and leadership impact RP and how those two interact with individual component towards RP?

Interestingly, institutional component does not directly impact RP. This is similar to Tafreshi et al.’s (2013) but counterintuitive with the results of Hedjazi and Behravan (2011), Hesli and Lee (2011), Duffy, Martin, Bryan, and Raque-Bogdan (2008), Bland et al. (2005), Bland et al. (2002), Teodorescu (2000), Dundar and Lewis (1998) as well as the local impact model of Marcial (2015) that institutional component has direct impact on RP. This can be logical at one point since the teachers are the prime movers; so any dynamics in education is incumbent upon the response of the teachers. An institution with established research goals, although it is essential cannot warrant Grade 10 math teachers to participate in research-related activities. In

![Figure 2. The Results of the Hypothesized Individual-Institutional-Leadership Model of Research Productivity](image-url)
the same way, the presence or absence of resources could not directly ensure research outcomes (Abouchedd & Abdelnour, 2015). They are helpful factors in RP (Gregorutti, 2008; Hedjazi & Behravan, 2011), but it turned out to be negligible with respect to the participants of the study.

Similarly, a strong leadership in the research area is not synonymous with having research productive teachers. These results contradict the regression model of Santo et al. (2009) as well as of Paul et al. (2017), stating the defined direct contribution of leadership component to RP. Based on the presumption that research leaders handle the responsibility of monitoring research progress (Fetalver, 2010), the conjecture that poor research outputs obtain from inadequate leadership support (Ludovice-Yap & Fajardo, 2007) or even its converse is thus, unacceptable. A similar opposing result is unravelled between this component and RP in relation to the foreign studies of Angaiz (2015), Ju (2010), Bland et al. (2005), Bland et al. (2002), Teoderescu (2000), and Dundar and Lewis (1998).

While there was no direct relationship of leadership in research and RP, the leadership in research is nonetheless related to institutional attributes. It is an affirmation of the school research leaders’ role in the institutions in shaping and promoting the organization (Nemaei, 2012). They develop policies in the institution that promote RP (Aithal, 2016) like on incentive systems (Cuntapay et al., 2014), networking (Bland et al., 2002), and securing research grants and resources (University of York, 2018). Leadership of research and development contributes to organizational performance (Wahab et al., 2016), innovativeness of academic staff (Elrehaii, Emeagwali, Alsaad, & Alzghoul, 2018) and academic productivity (McMniss et al., 2014). It is central to the development of successful research environments in the schools (Carlsson, Kettis, & Soderlm, 2013). Visionary school research leaders are likely to demonstrate actions in their institutions like in the mentoring of potential research-driven teachers towards the achievement of the DepEd’s research goals. Participative and transformational characteristics of school research leaders are reflected in the way they capacitate their colleagues, facilitate exchange of ideas, while maintaining a healthy relationship.

The nonexistence of a significant relationship of leadership in research and individual component is essentially conflicting with the views of classic models in RP like that of Bland et al.’s (2005). More specifically, this clashes with the inference that leadership in research influences the level of motivation and commitment to work (Franklin, 2016), stimulate teachers to participate in research (Sheldon et al., 2003), improve employees’ creativity (Jantz, 2017), and enhances research capability of teachers (Cuntapay et al., 2014). This tends to warn school research leaders that their presence is not yet felt. They have not yet established themselves as functional SRCs in the eyes of the teachers.

Meanwhile, Ins component directly and moderately affects Ind component. The system by which goals are articulated, mentoring are practiced, and involvement, network, and resources are presented in an institution pave the way to opportunities of growth on the knowledge in research, and the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of the G10 mathematics teachers. Alternately, poor institutional support leads to research difficulties (Sharobeam & Howard, 2002). Insufficiency of resources, networks, and involvement may demoralize teachers that leads to a low motivation, lower level of self-confidence and commitment (Nguyen, 2015). Mentoring (Hafsteinsdóttir, van der Zwagg, & Schuurmans, 2017) and resources (Acar, 2012) can improve knowledge in research. This result corroborates with the model of Williams (2003).

The model strongly suggests how leadership and institutional components can become indispensable to individual component towards research productivity. The motivation, commitment, and knowledge in research of teachers, in order to be converted as an actual research output, a strong institutional support must be in place. As this is the case, a good leadership in research must build a strong institutional support towards engagement of teachers in research-related activities.

More importantly, the commitment of teachers to research should yield better teaching in the long run. While it may be true that the connection of teaching and research is murky, number of authorities view the complementarity of research and teaching (Artes, Pedraja-Chaparro, & Salinas-Jimenez, 2017; Pawar, 2015; Pustinen, Jaanti, Koski, & Tammi, 2018; Rodriguez and Rubio, 2016). Continuing research in math is important because incredibly useful concepts have continue to come from mathematics and are helping people solve real-world problems, appreciate the ancient and collaborative art form, train people to think abstractly, and stimulate people for having a skeptical mindset (O’Neil, 2014).

CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATION

Reflective teachers are effective teachers (Geldenhuys & Oosthuizen, 2015). The tenth grade mathematics teachers are not yet considered research productive but there is an immense growth potential of becoming teacher-researchers. They understand that research is an integral part in carrying out their professional tasks but their indecision to participate emanates from multiple factors such imbalances in the areas of personal, institutional and leadership in research.

In spite of disequilibrium, the personal and institutional forces are generally promising but the leadership in research thriving in the school level poses imminent concerns. Hence, the joint enterprise of
teachers, their respective institutions, and research leadership organically contribute towards research productivity with the teachers as the most critical element. Notably, the leadership in research component acts as the initial point towards the impact of institutional to personal component of RP. To catalyse RP among the teachers is to activate and sustain transformative and participative leadership in research channelled to as programs and initiatives in their respective institutions and divisions.

These findings have important policy implications regarding the improvement of teaching and learning in mathematics in the basic education. The complementary perspective of research and teaching is something that must be given due emphasis when planning for intervention activities. In developing professional development for teachers, a focus on teachers’ reflective practices as classroom teachers and their capacity to translate it as research products as bases of curriculum policies and implementations are critically important. While there seems to be a duality in temporal perspective of the relationship of teacher and researcher, the math teachers as researchers instead of the math teachers-and/or-researchers is gaining larger attention in the countryside not only in the higher education but also in the basic education.

LIMITATIONS

The use of a self-reported cross-sectional data in RP instead of longitudinal measures may hardly establish a true causal relationship. To Pasupathy and Siwatu (2014), empirical measures are better than self-reported measures. Karakaya-Ozyer and Aksu-Dunya (2018) disclosed that good theoretical background of variables permits the use of SEM, but the relationship established from cross-sectional data can hardly claim causality (Thomas & Harris, 2001). Also, no documentation or proof exists that would support or verify the research-related outcomes and performances of secondary mathematics teachers; so the concept of “good faith” is applied. Teachers may also find it difficult to fully account their RP outputs for the last three years. Direct relationships were only hypothesized and therefore, indirect and total effects may be considered.

According to Jung (2014), Carrlson, Kettis, and Soderholm (2013), and Davenport, Thomas, and Cantrell (2002), different disciplines have different norms and traditions. Also, Hughes (2004) foregrounded that to study the relationship between research and teaching is to consider contextual factors. The work was situated in Region 02 with the provinces of Isabela, Batanes, and Quirino participating. Extensions to the work in other jurisdictions are highly encouraged.
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